A PROBLEM OF LEAST AREA EDWARD SILVERMAN McShanes's solution of the Plateau problem made use of a representation theorem to reduce this problem to that of minimizing the Dirichlet integral, a non-parametric problem. The parametric integral considered by Cesari, Sigalov and Morrey [4, 16, 15] can be interpreted as an area integral for an appropriately generalized area. If this area satisfies certain conditions there exists a Dirichlet-type integral and a representation theorem so that the McShane procedure applies. We shall restrict ourselves to such integrands since further information concerning the non-parametric problem is required to handle the general case. Results of [13] ensure the existence of a solution minimizing the Dirichlet integral and, if the integrand is sufficiently smooth, then the solution also has differentiability properties. The representation theorem is used to show that the solution which minimizes the Dirichlet integral also minimizes the parametric integral.
We use Theorem 5.2 and the representation theorem to correct an error in [21] .
It seems probable that Fleming's results [9] can be combined with those of this paper to extend to surfaces of other topological types the results derived here for surfaces of the type of the disc.
It is desirable that the theory be broad enough to handle the problem of least area in m, the space of bounded sequences [1] , hence an independent proof that the generalized area, given by the integral if the representation is good enough, is lower semi-continuous.
Since the Lebesgue area of a surface is obtained by taking the limit of the areas of a suitable sequence of approximating polyhedra, there is no loss in generality in supposing that all of the Banach spaces considered are separable, except m. If B is such a space, then we can suppose that B is a subspace of m [17] .
Let M be a metric space, C(J, M) be the space of continuous functions on a Jordan region J into M and x e C(J, M).
Then there exists a monotone-light factorization x -^κμ Ά such that ft(J)cm, Lit**) -L( χ )t where L is Lebesgue area and λ β is a contraction [17, 18] . If y e C{J, M) then || μ x -μ y \\ <; 21| x -y ||. If if is a Jordan region contained in J, then || μ xlκ (v) ~ /W<?) II ^ II μ.(P) ~ A(ϊ) II whenever p, q e K. Furthermore, there exists a nonnegative valued function λ on the subsets of m such that X(A) <; λ(2?) whenever AcB and
Mμ x (J)) = L{x). If M = m and x is monotone then X(x(J)) = L(x)
Proof. By [19] there exists, for each <5>0, R e &{x) with pelntR and diam R < 3. By [17] there exists a number T such that L(y) > L{μ x ) -ε/2 where y j = (μ x ) j for j ^ T and y j = 0 for j > Γ. Let N ik be the essential multiplicity function, [8] , of (μ x ) ίk . Since \\N ik is finite there exists d ik > 0 such that l\ N ik < ε/Γ 2 whenever \E\< δ ik . Let δ = min δ ik , 1 g i, k S T. Now take diam 2 β < δ/4. Since diam (X x ) ίk (R) ^ 2 diam iί, L(i, i?) ^ Σ (W»fc + ε/2 < e, where the integral is taken over (X e ) iA! (i2). By 'σ < ^'{xy we mean that σ is a finite family of non-overlapping elements of ^", where ^~ is jf, £f, or ^ by i σ<£f(xY we mean that cr is a finite family of pairwise disjoint elements of £f 9 where £f is ^ or ^. Proo/. Let C* be the cyclic elements of <^\ There exists 2ŝ uch that Σi>τ n MCi) < V n an d max ί>ίΓw diam C { < 1/n. Those points common to Cι and C jf i Φ j, i, j ^ T n , can each be placed in an element of & the sum of whose areas is less than 1/n. The part of C;, i ^ T n , not in any of these regions can be cut up into arbitrarily small regions each of which has a rectifiable boundary, relative to C i9 by means of the intrinsic inequality. The theorem follows from the cyclic additivity of L and the additivity of L relative to a rectifiable cut.
If U is an open subset of Q let U = μl(lnt μ x (U)) [23] .
Proof. Let J be a Jordan region (possibly multiply connected)
Proof. Let ε > 0. By Theorem 1.1 there exists σ < \J Deσ Dc U, and Σχ>eτlr(0, D) 
Dβσ
2 If B is a Banach space over the reals, then B x is the set of all elements of B having norm one and JS* is the space of continuous linear functionals over B. For the purposes of this paper there is no loss in generality in supposing that B is separable. In this case there exist f n e l?ί, n = 1, 2, , such that \\a\\ = sup w [a,f n ]. By identifying aeB with {[α, f n ]}em we can suppose that B is a subspace of m [17] . Let m' be the space of bounded functions β on N x N, N is the set of positive integers, such that β(m, n) + β(n, m) = 0. Proof. Let ε > 0 and take K so large that
Let ai k = [[θ(x ik , dj n 
If U is not connected we put ζx, ΐiy -Σζx, Wy where the sum is taken over the components W of U. LEMMA 
If UcV are open subsets of Q then
+ l, and ζ = min {f, >7/(4iV)}. We consider only such w for which || x n -x || < ζ. If Bl Π C(n) = 0 there is a cutpoint p between C(n) and Bl. Hence pg Bl and, consequently, p separates Bl from 1?^. This implies that there exists a continuum A c iΓ 3 -K 2 which separates dK z from dK 2 and whose diameter is less than 4f, but this is a contradiction. Hence Bl n C(n) =£ 0 and, therefore, dist (r(n) Bl, r(n) 
and length ΘR(n) < N.
The curves {ΘR(n)} lie in a compact set and are uniformly bounded in length by N; thus there exist representations y n eR(n) on [0, 1] such that 7 n converges uniformly to a continuous function 7 on [0,1] onto <g?. From now on suppose that n is so big that ||τ» -7|| < ζ. Let t e [0,1], p = y(t) and p n = Ύ n (t). There exists q n e S 3 -S 2 such that p n -μ Xn {q n ).
and A(w) separates dK z from JKΓ 2 . If r A 7 could be shrunk to a point in iΓ 3 -if 2 then 7 could be in & -K 2 . Now J5 Λ = \J t μ x% μlΊ{t) would be shrunk to a set of arbitrary small diameter in C{n) -Rl, for n large enough, and this
where π ik (a) = (α% α Λ ). By Lemma 2.8, Let the subscripts of the G's be so chosen that G x 3 U^. Then
• There exists a simply connected Jordan region J n czD n such that \\<x n , D n y -<x n , Λ> 11< ?. Thus ||<X« JKΓ> -<x n , Λ> 11< 3>?.
Let r'(w), i2'(w), J'(w), if' and K{ correspond to
qeK 3 and g' e K' z such that || p -g || < 2ζ n and || p -q'\\ < 2ζ n . This gives 4ζ ^ 4ζ n > II q -g'|| > dist {?, 9iί} ^ dist {0iΓ 3 , ΘK} > 5ξ > 4ζ. Hence jB(τt) Π #'(w) = 0, r(n)R(n) n r'(^)i2'(w) = 0 and, finally, J(^) Π J'(^) = 0. Now let σ n be the collection of all such J n , one for each Kj{k). By some arithmetic we get < e 0 .
COROLLARY.
JjΓ α? n -* a?, L(a? Λ ) < M and σ < ^f{x) then there exists σ n < ^{x n )
= ^{x) such that lim Σje«r n <»», *^> = Σjeo <^, «/">. We now norm m x m' and m x m'* by ||(α, α)|| -||α || + ||α|| and || (α, ζ)|| = ||α|| + ||ζ|| where αem, αem', ζem'* and || || is the appropriate norm.
Suppose that A is a bounded closed subset of n m for some n and ψ is a real-valued continuous function on A x n m f with ψ n e F' n , where ψ n (α) -ψ(α, α) for each αeA and αe n m f , with k and K of (iv) independent of α. 
Suppose that f n e F n with k \\ n a \\ ^ f n ( n α, n α) ^ X|| Λ α || for all (a, a) . Suppose that ^ G J^. It is easy to verify that P(ψ, x) = lim P(ψ n , OJ).
In [17] the definition for the Peano area of x was equivalent to
If Range α? is contained in a Euclidean space (which we can suppose is contained in m) then P(x) is the usual Peano area of x. Let ψ Q (a, a) = \\a\\. Evidently ψ 0 e sf. We understand that the space of Frechet surfaces is given the Frechet metric.
If & is a Frechet surface then P(ψ, £f) = P(φ, x) for any x e Sf. There is nothing to show if ψ e F n for some n. Otherwise we make use of the fact that the limit of an increasing sequence of lower semi-continuous functions is again lower semi-continuous.
4 Our next step is to show that the expected formula holds for P(ψ, x) whenever x is smooth enough. What follows is drawn from [4; § §28, 30, 32, 12.10 and 12.12] .
Let xeC (Q,m 
If k || a || ^ φ(a, a) S K\\ a \\ and x e C(Q, m) then it is easy to see that kL(x) ^ L(ψ, x) g KL{x).
5* Let j^" be the collection of all continuous nonnegative valued functions ψ on m x m which are positively homogeneous of degree two, convex, and for which there exists K ^ k > 0 such that 
. Let a Φ 0, a e π, π a = {p e π \ (a A p)!(c Λ d) > 0} and f(p) = ψ(α, p)l\\a Λp\\ on π a . Then the set E(a) of relative minima of / is closed and convex, and / is constant on E(a).
Proof. Suppose that p and q are in E(a) and that \\a A q\\ -|| a A v II = k > 0.
Let 9(w) = ^(α, wp + (1 -w)g) and A(w) = || α Λ q \\ -kw. Since φ is convex and φ(w)jA(w) is (-1/fc) times the slope of the line joining (||αΛ ?||/fc, 0) to (w, 9(w)), it follows that (0, 9(0)), (1, 9(1) ), and (|| a A g ||/fc, 0) are collinear and φ\A is constant on [0, 1] . If k = 0 the convex function 9 has horizontal tangents at (0, φ(0)) and at (1, 9(1)). Hence 9, and therefore 9/A are constant on [0, 1] . Now define g(a) to be the value assumed by / on E(a). If k and K are related to ψ in the usual way then k ^ g(a) ^ 2Z.
Lemma 5.2. # is continuous (on π).
Proof. Let 0 ^ a n -> α ^ 0 and g(a n ) = ψ(α n , p w )/|| α Λ Λ p Λ || where α Λ , α and p n are all in π. We can suppose that p n -> p 0 . Sincê (αj ^ 2if for all ^, liminf || a n A p n \\ > 0. Hence ^(α) ^ liminf flr(α n ).
On the other hand, suppose that g(a) = φ(a, p)l\\ a A p\\. Now g(a n ) ψ (a n , p)l\\a n A p\\, for sufficiently large n, and so limsup#(αj ^ ^(α). Since g is positively homogeneous of degree zero we can define K(c A d) = maxo^er #(α).
Now we use ψ to generate an area Aψ by the formulas
Af(a A b) = K(a A b) \\ a A b \\ and

Af(a) = inf Σ Af(a n A b n ) .
Σa n Λb n =cx φ n (a, b, c) = (ψ a ) n (b, c) . We may write ψ n for ψ n \ ( n m x n m x n m). Let ^* n = {^€ ^| ψ -ψ n }. Proof. We write NfoτN\(π x π). Let λ, μ, p, σ be real numbers, a' = Xa + μb and δ' = pa + σb. By hypothesis, Xσ -μp > I implies N(a\ V) > N(a, b) . We must show that N(a', V) ^ (λ + σ)N(a, δ)/2 for all λ, μ, p, σ. However, since N is convex, we can suppose that Iλ -11, \μ\, \p\ and | σ -11 are all less than 1/2, which implies that Xσ -μp> 0. Let X n -(n + λ)/(n + 1), μ n = μ\(n + 1), ρ n -/9/(w + 1), σ n = (n + σ)j(n + 1), α. = X n a + j« Λ 6, δ. -^.α + σ % δ and t < (X + σ)/2. Then (α % , δ w ) = (^(α, δ) + (α', δ'))/(^ + 1) and, for sufficiently large n, Kσ n -μ n p n = (n 2 + n(X + σ) [13] . Hence
For such w, N(a n , b n ) > (n + t)N(a, b)f(n + 1). Thus nN(a, δ) + N(a', V) >(n + t)N(a, b) and N(a\ V) > tN(a, δ). Hence N(a', V)
If αj is continuous on a Jordan region J into a Banach space B and if ^ is the Frechet surface determined by x then dS^ is the Frechet curve represented by x | dj.
The proof of the following lemma is modeled after a proof in [2] LEMMA 6. H, x) and let {x n } be a minimizingsequence in K. Since 7(5, x % ) = /(-ff, ϊ 7^^) for Γ as above, we can suppose that x n {Pi) = ?*. By Theorems 5 and 6 [21] , the sequence {x n \ is equicontinuous. By deleting some terms, if necessary, we can suppose that x n converges uniformly to x* where x* e & and x* is a* D-map [21; Th. 8] . Thus x* e K and I(H, x*) = ϊ. 9 together with its inverse, is Lipschitzian if | ε | < l/(3ikf). Set x(a, β) = x* (u, v) . Then x is a D-map. Let T be the conformal transformation of domain x onto & which takes Ufa) onto p f and put X = x Γ v . Then XeK. Put u, v) . Now ζ hu = -B h and ζ hυ = A Λ . Using the other part of (1) in a similar fashion we obtain rj hu = -A h and Ύ) hυ = -B h . Thus ζ h and % are harmonic on <ίf Λ . By [13; Th. 4.2, p. 74] , ζ Λ and η h both vanish on 0ίf Λ . Thus Then {^} can be chosen by ^n = (d& n )/( § + 2d(^w, ^)). If ^^has an interior point other than 0, a translation reduces the problem to the preceding. If 3ίΓ has no interior point, let B be the space spanned by 3ίΓ and let L B (ψ f £f) be the area defined by restricting sequences of polyhedra approximating 3? to be in B. Since L B (ψ, £f) = L(φ, Sf) as in [17] and the argument applies to L β , the lemma is proved. Now suppose Sf is contained in 5ίΓ and dά? = 7. There exists a sequence ^n of polyhedra contained in 5ίΓ such that ίfίψs
Now let φ and ψ be Lipschitzian with constant
If G is an open connected set in the plane, if x = {α?*} where eacĥ { is of class S 2 on G and if D(x) is finite, then a? is of class ^2 on G [13] . If G is of class .K, in particular, if G is the interior of a circle, or the intersection of the interiors of two circles, then there exists a function φ on dG which plays the role of the boundary value function for x. We shall write x \ dG for φ and x(p) for φ(p) for p e dG. Proof. If 5ίΓ were a finite dimensional subspace of m then the first statement would follow from the remarks [13; p. 45] . The proof there is sufficient to permit 3ίΓ to be a convex subset of a finite dimensional space. This last condition may be deleted by replacing [13; Th. 6 .1] with Lemma 7.2. This part of the proof is essentially the proof required for Theorem 7.2, and it is outlined after the statement of that theorem.
If Similarly, the assumption that x is not A^-quasi-conformal leads to a contradiction.
The theorem shows that there exists an open non-degenerate surface £f and a representation x of Sf which is A^-quasi-conformal such that L{Af,S^) = a (Aψ, 3ίΓ, 7) . Furthermore, under suitable conditons on ψ f x has certain differentiability properties [13; Ch. VII]. Then there exist Aα^-quasi-conformal representations y n of & % such that {y n } satisfies the three point condition and I{f, y n ) < I + 1, for sufficiently large n. Thus {D(y n )} is uniformly bounded and, by deleting some terms if necessary, there is a function y such that y\ converges weakly in S 2 to y\ Since I{ψ, •) is lower semicontinuous with respect to this convergence, I{ψ, y) = /and thus D{y) is finite and y is in ^2. That there exists k > 0 for which D(x \ J) < kD{H{x, /)), and H(x, J) is a cone-function for x over J, follows as in [13; p. 45] , With only trivial changes, [13; p. 13, Th. 2, 1] holds in our situation and it follows that y is continuous on each closed subset of Int <g=\ That y is continuous on a neighborhood of d^ is proved as in [13; pp. 43-44 ] except that we must replace the harmonic functions used there by conefunctions. Thus y is continuous on ^ and is in & % , that is, y is a jD-map. That range y c 3ίΓ and y \ d<^ e 7 follows from the fact that range y is contained in a suitably large sphere and 3ίf is locally enclosed. Hence y e T (SΓ, 7) .
It is obvious that y is open non-degenerate. Hence there exists an A^-quasi-conformal function z which is Frechet equivalent to y and takes three distinct points of d^ into three distinct points of 7. By Theorem 7.1 there exists x e T{^Γ, 7) taking the same three points into the proper image points such that 
